Bringing Engagement to New Heights: Stocking a Classroom for Success

GRAYSON COLLEGE
DENISON, TEXAS

Logan Maxwell, Math & Engineering Chair
Dayna Ford, Developmental Math Director
Grouped tables of 4 students

Whiteboards on each wall

Developmental Math – Max of 25

College-level Math – Max of 32

Apple TVs
MODE OF DELIVERY

- 10 – 15 minute lectures
- Teamwork
- Use of Smartpals and/or Whiteboards
- Productive struggle
MANIPULATIVES

- Cabinets in each math classroom
- Manipulatives
- Helpful handouts and extra textbooks
- Supplies
- Dice
- Playing Cards
- Smart Pals
- Whiteboards
- Wipe-off Dice
- Blank Cards
- Cuisenaire Rods
- Katie Kubes
- Base-ten Blocks
ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES

- Rulers
- Grid Paper
- Calculators
- Extra textbooks
- Handouts
- Hands-on Equations
- Stress balls
- Supplies
Change the 232% to a decimal.
Let’s Share!
QUESTIONS?

Dayna Ford – fordd@grayson.edu

Logan Maxwell – maxwellll@grayson.edu